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A novel eco-friendly strategy on the interfacial
modification of a carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer
composite via chitosan encapsulation†
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The interfacial properties are the key factors that affect the properties of carbon-fiber-reinforced

polymer (CFRP) composites. Therefore, it is necessary to modify the surface of CF. However, most of

the methods face problems of complex technology and environmental pollution. Here, the biomass

material chitosan (CS) was encapsulated on the surface of the CF using a one-step method. The surface

roughness and wettability of the CFs were improved markedly. When the content of CS was 0.05 wt%, a

uniform membrane structure with a thickness of 32 nm was formed. Furthermore, the CS-encapsulated

CFRP composites were prepared from the optimal multilayer structure. Compared with untreated CFRP

composites, the interfacial shear strength, transverse fiber bundle test tensile strength, and interlaminar

shear strength of the CS-encapsulated CFRPs increased by 53.65%, 34.15%, and 15.67%, respectively.

This modification method is simple, eco-friendly, and non-destructive. It provides a new way to expand

the application of CS in the field of CFRP composites.

1 Introduction

Carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites are widely
used in aviation, the military, industry, construction, sports,
and leisure products, profiting from their high strength, light-
weight properties, and good environmental stability.1–4 With
the performance requirements of CFRP composite materials
increasing, high-strength and high-modulus CFs have been
widely used.5 However, composites reinforced with untreated
CFs show a poor fiber matrix interaction due to the chemical
inertness and smoothness of the CF surface. This poor inter-
action affects the overall performance of the composite material;
thus, the interface layer between the CF and the matrix plays a
key role in the performance of composite materials.6,7 The
perfect interface can eliminate the concentration of stress and
transfer the load from the matrix to the fiber.8 Therefore, a good
interface structure is conducive to improving the properties of
CFRP composites.

In recent years, numerous methods have been used to
improve interface performance. Fu et al.9 performed anodization

activation by electrochemically oxidizing the surface of high-
modulus CF, and then grafted diethylene triamine via electro-
chemical grafting. Sun et al.10 built a multi-scale structure to
improve the interface strength of epoxy resin composites
through electrophoretic deposition and electropolymerization
of the CF surfaces. The electrochemical method can greatly
improve the surface roughness and specific surface area of the
CF, although it may damage it a little.11 Montes-Morán et al.12

studied the effect of plasma treatment on the interface properties
of CF–thermoplastic composites. Plasma changed the microstruc-
ture of the fiber through etching, destroying its body performance.
In addition, the plasma causes a certain degree of damage to the
operator. Yao et al. improved the roughness of the fiber by
functionalizing the growth of carbon nanotubes on the CF fabric
through chemical vapor deposition (CVD).13,14 However, CVD can
introduce metal ions and cause serious damage to the fiber.15

Wu et al. used a polydopamine (PDA)-based carbon coating to
grow carbon nanotubes on CFs using the CVD method. It
effectively mitigates the corrosion of the fiber caused by the high
temperature and the metal catalyst in the CVD process, thereby
improving the mechanical properties of the composite material.16

Ma et al. proposed a method to improve the interfacial adhesion
between TiO2 nanoparticles and CFs using the functionalization
of amine groups in supercritical water.17 Peng et al. used
polyamidoamine to functionalize CFs.8,18 Ma et al. used poly-
ethyleneimine as a coupling agent to functionalize CFs through
both conventional and supercritical processes.19 Improving the
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wettability, connecting rod mechanism, and chemical inter-
actions to improve the interfacial properties of the CFs has been
proved to be an effective strategy.17 However, nano-particles or
single macromolecules are only attached to the surface of the fiber
through simple mechanical interlocking and physical interactions
and have little effect on the interface.20 Chu et al. studied the
sizing of the carbon dot bridging sizing agent on the surface of the
CFs to improve the interface between the fiber and resin.21 Wu
et al. used polydopamine (PDA) to modify the interface of CFs to
prepare high-performance composite materials with a designable
interface bonding strength. After annealing, the interlaminar
shear strength (ILSS) value of the composite material increased
by 38.73% and the retention rate reached 92.61%.22 Sizing makes
the interface more uniform, and the surface of the CFs has good
interface properties. However, the sizing agent was expensive and
not environmentally friendly. It is necessary to choose an eco-
friendly and non-destructive method to improve the interface
performance.

Chitosan (CS) has the advantages of being widely available,
non-toxic, degradable, having good biocompatibility, showing
strong biodiversity, is easy to form a membrane, etc.23,24 CS can
be chemically modified via crosslinking, grafting, acylation,
and etherification, because it contains a large amount of –NH2

and –OH groups.25 Tang et al.26 prepared an antibacterial
material by loading AgNPs on the surface of activated CFs with
CS. The results have shown that CS was a promising binder.
The surface modification of silk fibers with anhydride-grafted
CS and the dyeing properties of grafted silk were studied by
Davarpanah et al.27 The mechanism of CS-modified degummed
silk via acid anhydride grafting was put forward. The preparation
of CS/lignosulfonate multilayer membranes on the fiber surface
using a layer-by-layer deposition technique was studied.28 The
formation of CS/lignosulfonate multilayers on the surface of
cellulose fibers was confirmed. The above research provides a
theoretical basis for the application of CS.

In our work, commercial CFs were desized (DCFs) and
oxidized (OCFs), and CS was encapsulated on OCFs (OCFs-CS)
using a sizing procedure. Then, CFRP composites were
prepared by impregnating the OCFs-CS with epoxy resin. The
microstructure and micromorphology of the OCFs-CS were
confirmed via Raman, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and
contact angle measurements. The effect of the CS concentration on
the interlaminar behavior of the final composites was thoroughly
discussed in terms of the interfacial shearing strength (IFSS),

transverse fiber bundles test (TFBT) tensile strength, and the ILSS
method.

2 Experimental
2.1 Materials

The materials and suppliers used in this study are shown in
Table 1. The structural formula of the epoxy resin and curing
agent in this study are presented in Fig. S1 (ESI†).

2.2 CS-encapsulated CFs

First, the CFs were desized in acetone solvent at 363.15 K for
60 h. After washing with deionized water five times, the DCFs
were dried overnight at 353.15 K under vacuum. Second, the
DCFs were oxidized in a solution of AgNO3 (0.01 mol L�1)/
K2S2O8 (0.1 mol L�1) at 343.15 K for 1 h.29 Third, CS (0.025,
0.05, 0.075, and 0.1 wt%) was dissolved in acetic acid solution
(3 mol L�1) and thoroughly mixed under ultrasound. OCFs were
dipped in the above-mentioned solution for 5 min for sizing.
The OCFs after CS encapsulation were designated as OCFs-CS1,
OCFs-CS2, OCFs-CS3 and OCFs-CS4. The reaction flow diagram
is shown in Fig. 1a.

2.3 Preparation of CFRP composites

The schematic figure of CFRP composite preparation is shown
in Fig. 1b. The optical pictures for sizing and fabricating the
unidirectional CFRP composites are provided in Fig. S2 (ESI†).
The fibers were fully dispersed and wound on cardboard, and
then the fibers were impregnated with epoxy resin. After the
epoxy resin had fully infiltrated the fibers, the infiltrated fibers
were then laid flat in a mold. The composite was fabricated
using a custom-made mold (2 mm in thickness and 6 mm in
width). The volume fraction of CFs in the composite was 60 �
1.5%. TDE-85, DDM, and DETDA were combined in the ratio of
10 : 7 : 3. The composite molding conditions were based on our
previous research work (353.15 K for 1 h and 393.15 K for 2 h at
5 MPa pressure, 423.15 K for 3 h and 453.15 K for 1 h at 10 MPa
pressure).30

2.4 Characterization

The surface structure of the CFs was measured using Raman
spectroscopy (Dilor, France). The surface elemental change of the
fibers was analyzed using XPS (PHI5000 Versaprobe-II, Japan). The
chemical structure of the fibers was analyzed via FT-IR (Nicolet 570,
USA) scanning the wavenumber range from 4000 to 400 cm�1.

Table 1 Materials used in this study

Material Supplier

CF (T700) Toray Industries, Inc., Japan
K2S2O8, AgNO3, CS Shanghai Aladdin Industrial Co. Ltd., China
Acetic acid Tianjin Bodi Chemical Co. Ltd., China
4,5-Epoxycyclohexane-1,2-dicarboxylic acid diglycidyl ester epoxy resin (TDE-85) Shanghai Jixi Trade Co., Ltd., China
4,4-Diamino diphenyl methane (DDM) Shanghai Acmec Biochemical Co. Ltd., China
Diethyltoluenediamine (DETDA) Shandong Fanhang Chemical Co. Ltd., China
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The surface morphology of the fibers and the fracture
surface of the CFRP composites were observed using SEM
(JSM-9600, Japan) and TEM (JEM-2100F, Japan). The contact
angle between TDE-85 and the CFs was measured using a
drop analyzer (DSA25S, Kruss, Germany) to characterize the
wettability of the fiber.

According to the ASTM-D3379 standard, a single CF was
fixed in the middle of a 20 mm hollow board. The tensile speed
was 10 mm s�1 until the fiber breaks. The single fiber tensile
strength st (GPa) can be calculated from eqn (1):

st ¼
Fb

pd2
(1)

where Fb and d (m) are the failure load and the diameter of a
single fiber. At least 60 valid data points were tested for each
sample.

The interfacial properties of the composites were quantified
using an IFSS evaluation system (Beijing Future Material
SCI-Tech Co., Ltd, China). The details of the microdroplet
debonding test are shown in Fig. 2a. The IFSS (MPa) was
calculated using eqn (2):

IFSS ¼ Fmax

pdl
(2)

where Fmax(N), d(m), l(m) are the maximum load recorded, the
diameter of the fiber embedded in the droplet, and the droplet
embedding length, respectively. All the presented results were
an average of 50 specimens.

The schematic diagram of the TFBT sample is shown in
Fig. 2b. The TFBT tensile strength test was performed using a
universal testing machine (Instron 5565, USA). The tensile

Fig. 1 Schematic figure of (a) CS-encapsulated CFs and (b) OCFs-CS composites.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram: (a) single fiber micro-droplet bonding test and (b) TFBT (in mm).
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speed was 1 mm min�1. All results were obtained from the
average value of 8 specimens.

According to ASTM D2344, the ILSS of unidirectional CFRP
composites was tested using a three-point short-arm bending
method. The size of each sample was 20 mm � 6 mm � 2 mm.
The ILSS (MPa) was calculated as follows:

ILSS ¼ 3Pmax

4ab
(3)

where Pmax (N), a (mm), and b (mm) are the maximum value of
the load, the width, and thickness, respectively. At least 5 valid
data points were tested for each ILSS sample. The longitudinal
section and cross-section of the composite after the interlaminar
shear test was also observed using SEM.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Chemical structure of the CF surface

The changes in the structure on the surface of the treated fibers
were studied using Raman spectroscopy. As shown in Fig. 3a,
there were two peaks at the Raman shifts of 1375 cm�1 and
1595 cm�1, which were related to the D and G bands,
respectively.31 The RI (ID/IG) value of the DCFs, OCFs, OCFs-
CS1, OCFs-CS2, OCFs-CS3, and OCFs-CS4 was 1.18, 1.20, 1.23,
1.23, 1.25 and 1.30, respectively. The fitting curve of the Raman
spectrum is shown in Fig. S3 (ESI†). RI was related to crystal size
and carbon structure and was proportional to the number of
defects on the CF surface.32 For DCFs, the surface was smooth
with fewer defects and had the smallest RI. After oxidation, the
surface defects of the fiber increased and the RI increased
slightly. In addition, when the fiber was encapsulated by CS,

and the RI increased with the increase in the CS content. CS
increased the degree of fiber disorder.

The change in fiber surface structure is an important factor
that causes a change in the surface elements. Thus, the surface
elements of the CFs were analyzed using XPS. The percentages
of C, N, and O are presented in Fig. 3b. The O element on the
surface of the DCFs was derived from the pre-sizing electro-
chemical oxidation to enhance the surface active sites of the
CFs. The O/C ratio increased from 10.6% to 21.8% after the
oxidation treatment. Sufficient functional groups for subsequent
reactions were provided. The content of O and N increases with
the increase in CS content after encapsulation, which was
attributed to the abundance of –NH2 and –OH functional groups
of CS. The C element content of OCFs-CS1, OCFs-CS2, and OCFs-
CS3 decreased with the increase in CS content, while the N and O
elements increased gradually. OCFs-CS4 showed the opposite
phenomenon. The possible reasons were the high CS content
and an uneven distribution on the fiber surface.

The XPS spectrum showed C1s (284.8 eV), N1s (400.5 eV), O1s
(532.1 eV), which were the main components of the CFs. Commer-
cial CFs require electrochemical oxidation to increase the active
sites of the surface to facilitate sizing. So the surface of DCFs
contains a certain amount of the O element. For DCFs and OCFs,
the C element can be present as functional groups of C–C, C–O, and
O–CQO. After oxidation treatment, the content of the O element
increased significantly. The proportion of the O–CQO functional
group increased from 7.34% to 9.69%. The results showed that the
oxidation system of AgNO3/K2S2O8 mainly increased the content of
O–CQO on the surface of the fibers.29 This provided sufficient
functional groups for subsequent reactions.

The percentage of carbon functional groups in the fiber is
presented in Fig. 3c, and the peak fitting is presented in Fig. S4

Fig. 3 (a) Raman spectra and RI of different fibers. (b) Wide-scan XPS spectra. (c) Percentage of carbon groups. (d) Percentage of nitrogenous groups. (e)
FT-IR spectroscopy. (f) Schematic diagram of the molecular interactions in CS membrane formation.
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(ESI†). For OCFs-CS1, the C element can be classified as C–C
(58.94%), C–O (25.31%), O–C–O (7.72%), O–CQO (4.91%) and
p–p* (3.13%). This indicated that CS had formed a stable
structure on the surface of the fibers.33 In addition, CS and
the CFs were cross-linked via p–p* conjugation. When the CS
concentration was raised to 0.05 wt% (OCFs-CS2), the ratio of
p–p* rose to 3.22%. With the further increase of CS content
(OCFs-CS3), the proportion of C–O–C was 15.46%. So far, the
content of CS has been very high. For OCFs-CS4, there were
mainly C–C (84.40%), C–O (11.31%), and C–O–C (4.29%). Large
quantities of CS were encapsulated on the surface of the fiber.

The percentage of N functional groups in the fiber is
depicted in Fig. 3d. The peaks were fitted as shown in Fig. S5
(ESI†). The N peaks can be fitted to –NH3

+ near 401.5 eV and
–NH2 near 399.5 eV.34 The percentage of –NH3

+ decreased with
the increase in CS content, but the change in –NH2 was the
opposite. This can be explained as there being electron transfer
between CS and OCF, and –NH2 lost an electron to form
positively charged –NH3

+.28 If the CS content was higher, the
bond with the fiber was weaker. In particular, for OCFs-CS3 and
OCFs-CS4, the percentage contents of –NH3

+ and –NH2 were
almost the same.

The FT-IR spectra of the fibers at different stages are
presented in Fig. 3e. The stretching vibrations of the –OH bond
were located at 3250 and 3365 cm�1.35,36 For DCFs and OCFs,
there were no apparent absorption peaks at 3250 and
3365 cm�1. After CS encapsulation, the stretching vibration
peak of O–H was broadened due to intermolecular hydrogen

bonding.36 The absorption peaks at 2917 cm�1 and 2848 cm�1

were caused by the stretching vibration of C–H. The absorption
bands at 1596 cm�1 and 1268 cm�1 corresponded to the N–H of
amide II and the C–N of amide III, respectively.24 The strip at
1026 cm�1 represented the stretching of the C–O skeleton. The
absorption peak was strengthened due to CS encapsulation.
Sun et al.37 reported that the –OH group of polyphenols and the
–OH or –NH group of CS formed a hydrogen bond, and the
hydrogen bond enhanced the interaction between the two
compounds. In addition, Liu et al.38 also revealed the inter-
action between the –NH2 of CS and the –OH or –COOH of
protocatechuic acid. Fig. 3f shows a schematic of the inter-
action between CS and the molecules on the surface of the OCF.
The –OH and –COOH in the CFs are connected to –OH in CS
through a hydrogen bond interaction. In addition, there was an
electrostatic interaction between NH3

+ and COO�.36 Similarly,
the –COOH of acetic acid also formed a hydrogen bond with
–OH, and there was an electrostatic interaction between NH3

+

and COO�.

3.2 Micromorphology and wettability

The influence of CS on the fiber structure was analyzed, and the
change in the chemical structure was further verified via the
microscopic morphology. So, the SEM, TEM, and contact angle
images of the CFs are presented in Fig. 4. The surface of the
DCFs was smooth and almost free of gullies. After oxidation,
the surface of the fiber was etched, and an increase in the
roughness can be observed. After CS encapsulation, the surface

Fig. 4 SEM images of (a) DCFs, (b) OCFs, (c) OCFs-CS1, (d) OCFs-CS2, (e) OCFs-CS3, and (f) OCFs-CS4. TEM images of (g) OCFs-CS1, (h) OCFs-CS2, (i)
OCFs-CS3, and (j) OCFs-CS4. Contact angle images of (k) DCFs, (l) OCFs, (m) OCFs-CS1, (n) OCFs-CS2, (o) OCFs-CS3, and (p) OCFs-CS4.
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of the OCFs was clearly changed. For OCFs-CS1, there was less
CS on the surface of the fiber. It can be seen that CS was
distributed sporadically on the surface of the fiber from the
TEM image (Fig. 4g). There was not sufficient CS to form a
membrane on the fiber surface due to its low content. Most
importantly, it can be seen from Fig. 4h (OCFs-CS2) that the
membrane covers the fiber surface evenly, with a thickness of
about 32 nm. With the increase in CS content, the thickness of
the membrane increased gradually. The surface of OCFs-CS3
was wrinkled and the maximum thickness of the membrane
was 138 nm (Fig. 4i). However, the thickness of the membrane
was not uniform. The thickness of the surface membrane for
OCFs-CS4 (Fig. 4j) was 110 nm. Unfortunately, CS tends to
aggregate and cannot form a uniform membrane. The surface
wrinkles of OCFs-CS4 were larger, and the fiber roughness was
also clearly improved.

SEM and TEM confirmed the presence of CS on the surface
of the OCFs, and the roughness of the fiber was improved. The
surface roughness of the fiber can be characterized by its
wettability.10 The change in contact angle directly characterized
the wettability of the CF to epoxy resin, which was the key to the
bond between CF and resin. When the liquid touched the fiber,
the droplet shape changed and the contact angle decreased due
to the adsorption force. The DCFs had a relatively smooth
surface and fewer functional groups. The contact angle between
the DCFs and TDE-85 was 113.9 � 0.51. The surface roughness
and the functional group content of the fiber were increased by
oxidation, and the contact angle was decreased to 100.0 � 11.
The contact angles of OCFs-CS1, OCFs-CS2, OCFs-CS3, and
OCFs-CS4 were 90.5 � 0.71, 83.2 � 0.81, 87.8 � 1.01 and
96.9 � 0.41 respectively. Because CS was rich in –NH2, –OH,
and –COOH groups, the surface roughness of the fiber was
improved by the encapsulating process. The surface of the fiber
was smooth, and the larger the contact angle, the worse the
wettability. The contact angle of the fiber with TDE-85 was
further reduced. OCFs-CS2 has the smallest contact angle,
which corresponds well with its SEM and TEM images.

The results showed that the uniformity of CS encapsulation
was the key to affecting the wettability. A uniform CS
membrane can be better combined with the resin.

3.3 Single fiber tensile strength tests

The structure and morphology of the fiber were analyzed and
observed. In the preparation of the CFs, the surface or core may
have various defects (cracks, mechanical damage, holes, etc.). CF
is a brittle type of material, and the tensile strength of a single
fiber is dependent on the number/type of defects. Therefore, the
two-parameter Weibull distribution function was selected to
analyze the tensile strength. The Weibull distribution of the
CFs and the Weibull modulus based on the slope of the fitting
curve are presented in Fig. 5a. The fitting of the curve was
maintained at 0.98. For the shape parameter (m), DCFs, OCFs,
OCFs-CS1, OCFs-CS2, OCFs-CS3, OCFs-CS4 were 4.20, 4.61, 5.19,
4.84, 5.55, and 4.93, respectively.

During the modification process, the structure of the fiber
body could easily be damaged. The effect of modification on the
fiber can be judged using single fiber tensile strength tests. As
shown in Fig. 5b, the tensile strength of a single fiber can
directly reflect the change in the strength of the fiber at
different treatment stages. The tensile strength of the DCFs
and the OCFs was 4.86 GPa and 4.75 GPa. The tensile strength
of the OCFs decreased slightly. This was due to the corrosion of
AgNO3/K2S2O8 during the oxidation process, which leads to
destruction of the surface-ordered structure of the fiber.29

A large amount of –COOH groups was formed, which destroyed
the graphite crystals on the surface of the CF. After CS encapsulation,
the tensile strength was improved through the combination of
CS with the surface active sites of the fiber. The tensile strength
of OCFs-CS1, OCFs-CS2, OCFs-CS3, and OCFs-CS4 were 4.79,
5.07, 5.28, and 4.73 GPa, respectively. Initially, the tensile
strength increases with the increase in CS content. However,
after a point, the higher the concentration of CS, the lower the
tensile strength of a single fiber. Through the single fiber
tensile strength tests, it showed that the CS-encapsulated CF

Fig. 5 (a) Weibull distribution curves of different fibers and (b) single fiber tensile strength.
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did not damage the structure of the fiber itself. This was an eco-
friendly and non-destructive method. Most importantly, the
rich functional groups can improve the interfacial properties of
the composites.

3.4 Interface properties

The change in the fiber interface characteristics at different
stages can be directly characterized using the IFSS, TFBT, and
ILSS. The IFSS was analyzed using the micro-drop debonding
test. The micro-drop bonding technique has been widely used to
characterize the bonding quality of a CF to epoxy.7 Through the
characterization of the poor interface, the interfacial properties
of the fibers were further revealed. The SEM images before and
after micro-drop debonding are presented in Fig. 6a. The surface
of the DCFs was smooth, and the combination of DCFs and
epoxy was weak with an IFSS of 39.46 MPa. Oxidation treatment
increased the surface activity of the fiber, and the IFSS increased
by 25.11% (49.37 MPa). The increase of the specific surface area
made the interfacial bonding between the fiber and the matrix
stronger. CS improved the interface of the CF by hydrogen
bonding and electrostatic interactions. The IFSS of OCFs-CS2
and OCFs-CS3 was 60.63 MPa and 60.11 MPa, respectively, which
were 53.65% and 52.33% higher than that of the DCFs. The
micro-fracture mechanism was considered to be the visual
manifestation of interfacial bond failure.

The droplet bonding technology characterized the bonding
ability of a single fiber with epoxy. The TFBT used a bundle of
fibers, which was an efficient way to evaluate the bond strength
of epoxy.39 It can better describe the radial change of the fiber.
In addition, the TFBT has the advantage that the impregnation
process does not require a curing pressure compared with the
composite fabrication method. This was a simple and rapid
method to evaluate the bonding properties of the fiber/matrix
interface.40 The TFBT specimens before and after tensile
fracture are shown in Fig. 6c. After the fracture, the fibers were
evenly distributed at both ends of the dumbbell-shaped spline.
For DCFs and OCFs, the TFBT tensile strength was 20.09 MPa
and 24.46 MPa, respectively. After CS encapsulation, the TFBT
tensile strength with different fibers was changed. OCFs-CS2
has the largest TFBT tensile strength (26.95 MPa) with an
increase of 34.15%. Compared with OCFs, the TFBT tensile
strength of OCFs-CS1 and OCFs-CS3 were slightly reduced, and
OCFs-CS4 shows almost no change. According to SEM and
TEM, it can be concluded that the uniform membrane structure
can improve the interface performance.

The IFSS describes the interface performance between a
single fiber and epoxy resin, and the TFBT describes the inter-
face performance between a bundle of fibers and epoxy resin.
The difference is that the ILSS reflects the performance of CFRP
composites made of many bundles of fibers. The interfacial

Fig. 6 (a) Micro-droplet SEM pictures of OCFs-CS2 before and after de-bonding. (b) IFSS of the CF/epoxy composites. (c) TFBT specimen of OCFs-CS2
before and after testing, and TFBT of the CF/epoxy composites. (d) ILSS of the CF/epoxy composites.
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properties of CS encapsulated CFRP composites were investi-
gated via ILSS analysis. As shown in Fig. 6d, the ILSS of DCFs
composites was 60.44 MPa. Compared with the DCFs, the ILSS
of the OCF composites increased by 6.59%. Oxidation increases
the surface active sites of the fiber and improves its binding to
epoxy. After CS encapsulation, the corresponding ILSS increased.
The ILSS of the OCFs-CS2 composite was 69.91 MPa, an increase
of 15.67%. Once again, the excellent membrane structure on the
surface of the fiber can improve the interface performance with
the epoxy. The ILSS was the strength limit of the composite
material under interlaminar shear loading, which can directly
evaluate the interlaminar properties of composite materials.41

SEM was used to observe the cross-section and longitudinal
section of the composites, and the interfacial bonding state and
strengthening mechanism of the composites with epoxy resin
were studied. Due to the smooth surface of the DCFs, the resin was
completely sloughed off from the fiber surface. Furthermore, a
portion of the longitudinal section of the fiber was pulled away,
leaving more holes and cracks. This showed that the composite has
weak interfacial properties. This phenomenon can be correlated
with the ILSS data. The interface of the OCFs was improved and the
fibers were arranged more closely. The number of holes and cracks
was decreased. If the holes and cracks decreased, the fiber and
epoxy became closer after CS encapsulation. A certain amount of
epoxy remained on the surface of the fiber. The longitudinal section
was flatter and has fewer holes and cracks. In particular, OCFs-CS2
has the most resin in the cross-section and is the smoothest in
longitudinal section, with almost no holes and cracks.

The interface acts as a transition layer between the CF and the
resin matrix. When stress acts on the CFRP composites, the
interface can transfer the stress, reduce the stress concentration
and reduce the crack formation.42 The failure mechanism of
different composites is presented in Fig. 7. The mechanism of

improving the mechanical properties of CF composites was
assumed and simulated. For DCF composites, the interface
between the DCFs and epoxy was poor. The stress was trans-
ferred directly from the resin matrix to the CF, resulting in a
crack at the interface and a large slip between the fiber and the
matrix. The interface failure of CFRP composites resulted in a
decrease in the mechanical properties. For OCF composites, the
interfacial adhesion between the fiber and the epoxy matrix was
improved due to the increase in active sites on the surface of
the OCFs. A small amount of epoxy remained on the surface of
the fiber after the shear failure. For OCFs-CS1 composites, the
interface performance was further improved. The slip distance
between the fiber and the matrix was shortened by the combi-
nation of the epoxy and part of the CS after the layer shear
failure. For OCFs-CS2 composites, a uniform membrane was
formed on the surface of the fiber. When the stress was
transferred from the resin matrix to the CF. The interfacial layer
can effectively transfer the stress, effectively reducing the inter-
face fracture, thus improving the mechanical properties of the
CFRP composites. The corresponding ILSS has the best perfor-
mance (Fig. 6d). After the shear failure, the epoxy can completely
cover the interface layer. There was almost no slip between the
fiber and the matrix. For OCFs-CS3 composites, a portion of CS
was removed from the epoxy after shear failure. The ILSS
performance of the OCFs-CS4 composites was reduced. There
were similar failure mechanisms for OCFs-CS4 and OCFs-CS1.
This hypothesis can be further verified via the SEM and ILSS of
the CFRP composites.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, CS was used to encapsulate CFs to improve the
interfacial properties of CFRP composites. The optimal test was

Fig. 7 Failure mode of different CFRP composites.
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carried out by adding different contents of CS (0.025 wt%,
0.05 wt%, 0.075 wt%, and 0.1 wt%). CS formed thin membranes
with fibers through hydrogen bonding and electrostatic
interactions. A thin membrane of about 32 nm thickness was
formed between CS and fiber at the concentration of 0.05 wt%.
The surface morphology and wettability of the fiber were greatly
improved. According to the results of the single fiber tensile
strength test, this method can effectively prevent damage to the
CF and improve the tensile strength of a single fiber. Compared
with DCF composites, the IFSS, TFBT, and ILSS of OCFs-CS2
composites increased from 39.46 to 60.63 MPa, from 20.09 to
26.95 MPa, and from 60.44 to 69.91 MPa, increases of 53.65%,
34.15%, and 15.67%, respectively. In conclusion, this work
provides a certain eco-friendly and non-destructive method for
the application of CS in high-performance CFRP composites.
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